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The Indian Health Service Office of Information Technology and the RPMS Electronic Health 
Record announce the following application release: 
 

RPMS Text Integration Utilities Version Patch 1006 (TIU) 
 
A release notice from the IHS Office of Information Technology has been sent to all RPMS site 
managers, and site managers are advised to notify users once the application has been 
installed. Complete details of the modifications included in this release are included in the official 
release notes.  EHR set up information is also included in:ehr_0110.06o.pdf located in the IHS 
FTP folder 
ftp://ftp.ihs.gov/rpms/patches/ 
 
Thank you to our beta test sites, Chapa De, Tulalip, Phoenix Indian Medical Center, Micmac, 
Yakama, and Warm Springs Health and Wellness Center for their assistance with this release.  
 
Please thoroughly review the TIU v1.0 P1006 patch notes and additional information included in 
EHRv1.1 Patch 6 comprehensive patch guide. 
 
Overview of Changes  
               

Problem fixes and modifications 
1. Retraction of note will store the retraction date in the V Note file 
2. New format for the Family Hx object that include data from the new Family History 

component 
 
New objects 
1. BMI WITH CAPTION-UPDATED and BMI-UPDATED -These 2 updated BMI use the 

EHR and health summary logic for BMI 
2. HOLD MEDS - Listing of medications on hold and the reason for the holds 
3. LAST # LAB TESTS (NAME ONLY)  - Lab tests with only name and no results 
4. LAST INPT MEASURMENT LIST - Measurements for inpatients 
5. LAST MED CLASS/PHARM PT (SAMPLE) - Last class retrieving data from the 

prescription file.  If the last med in this class is on Hold, it will display. 
6. LAST PAP WITH COMMENTS - PAP SMEAR from women's health with result comments 
7. MEDICATION RECONCILIATION - Lists meds by status 
8. MEDS CHR,ACT,HOLD,EXP and MEDS CHR,ACT,HOLD,EXP-DETAILED - New meds 

for chronic, hold and uses a parameter to determine the display of the expired meds 
9. OUTPT MEDS BY CLINICAL INDICATION - Displays outpatient meds sorted by clinical 

indication 
10. OUTPT MEDS WITH CLINICAL INDICATION - Outpatient meds only with clinical 

indication 
11. OUTSIDE MEDS - Outside meds only 
12. REPRODUCTIVE HX2-BRIEF and REPRODUCTIVE HX2-EXPANDED - These 2 are for 

using the new fields for reproductive history.  Sites must replace the old objects with the 
new objects.   

13. TODAY'S ORDER - List of orders written for current date 
14. DETAILED MEDS FOR PHARMACIST – displays RX number, regular detailed med data, 

clinical indication, hold med and reason and past number of fills up to 6. 
 
It is essential that both the Site Manager and the Clinical Applications Coordinator review 
both the TIUv1.0 Patch 1006 notes.  Additional set information is contained in the EHRv1.1 
Patch 6 comprehensive guide.   

ftp://ftp.ihs.gov/rpms/patches/�


For user support please contact the RPMS help desk at RPMSHelp@ihs.gov or call (888) 830-
7280. 
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